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TEROS™

ICO Turnkey Platform

professional. It also shows a strong
commitment by the client towards the
technology and future prooﬁng the funds
raised.

Intelliblock
TEROS™ is a product developed by
Intelliblock Co. Ltd. Intelliblock is the premier
blockchain solutions provider for the
European market. Situated in Malta,
Intelliblock makes full use of the
state-of-the-art infrastructure and the
national willingness for blockchain adoption
to present its portfolio of products.

ERC20
TEROS™ is built for ERC20 compliant token
generations. The Ethereum token standard
(ERC20) is used for Ethereum smart
contracts. ERC20 deﬁnes a common list of
rules that an Ethereum token has to
implement. ERC20 compliant tokens also
allow clients to list in multiple exchanges ,
smarter and faster.

TEROS™
TEROS is a regulation-ready turnkey ICO
platform which will revolutionise the industry
by reducing the turn around of any ICO from
around 12-18 weeks just down to a few days.
This means that TEROS is more than 50%
cheaper than any other available solution on
the market. Each ICO runs its own instance
of TEROS™ on the extremely stable and
scalable cloud infrastructure. This makes it
both very secure and able to handle the
high-traﬃc demand.

API Library
TEROS™ is ﬂexible. At Intelliblock we know
that a uniﬁed web presence and branding is
key to a successful token generation event
(TGE) / ICO. Hence TEROS™ is already
equipped with a full featured API library for
full and seamless integration into your brand
and web presence. Some of the API library
features are: Countdown timers, fund
counters and limits, timelines and releases
to just mention a few.

Smart Contracts
TEROS™ is completely automated and run
entirely by a set of more than 20 externally
audited and publicly scrutinised smart
contracts. Following the initial setup by
Intelliblock, TEROS™ runs automatically
without human intervention. Fund collection,
token distribution, max cap limit watch,
bounty, aﬃliates, KYC, AML, document
veriﬁcation, refunds on PEP and high-risk
investors are all managed by TEROS’s Smart
Contract Engine.
AML & KYC Ready
TEROS™ is AML & KYC ready. Intelliblock is
based in Malta, one of the most proactive
countries which made its position towards
cryptocurrency and blockchain business
publicly positive from the outset and has
never reversed its view. Intelliblock is
regulation-ready, as part of the user account
and deposit process TEROS™ handles KYC,
AML and real-time document veriﬁcation.
This will ensure that any ICO run on the
TEROS™ platform is safe, secure, reliable and

Private Pre-sale Agreements
We are aware that as part of any strong ICO
most companies opt for SAFT (Private
pre-sale) agreements. Now you don’t need to
manage
a
diﬀerent
structure
or
infrastructure.
TEROS
handles
SAFT
inherently in its setup hence then taking care
of SAFT disbursements with the smart
contract library.
Fully Conﬁgurable Bonuses and ICO Goals
TEROS™ is designed as a turnkey solution
and it is built with ultimate ﬂexibility. TEROS™
ICO Platform lets the customer set unlimited
conﬁgurable bonuses and ICO goals as well
as token discount releases. These can be
both based on dates and time and/or funds
raised.
Accepted Cryptocurrencies
At the moment of launch, TEROS™ will accept
both Bitcoin and Ethereum as fund deposits.
In the coming months TEROS™ will also be
accepting Litecoin, NEO and FIAT currency in
both USD and EUR. At intelliblock the
developers have also built a custom Bitcoin

bridge. The Bitcoin Bridge is a small system
that allows us to accept Bitcoin payments
and issue ICO tokens on the Ethereum
platform, if the ICO goal is met, the Bridge
will forward all Bitcoin payments to the ICO
beneﬁciary wallets.
TEROS™ a seal of conﬁdence.
Any token buyer using a TEROS™ based ICO
will only need to create an account once.
Each ICO which runs on the TEROS™
platform will allow the user to use the same
account for all the ICO’s he/she wishes to
take part in. This gives another important
advantage to all ICO’s running on the TEROS
™ platform as a seal of conﬁdence. Users are
only required to go through KYC and
document veriﬁcation once which makes
users KYC veriﬁed on all the ICOs that run on
the TEROS™ platform.
TEROS™ is safe, reliable and secure. The
entire system is based on the blockchain, it is
up to regulation (regulation-ready) and all
operations, once initiated. are handled
entirely by smart contracts with no human
intervention.
Legal and Terms of Sale
With our experience in ICOs we know that a
major part of the work involved in ICOs is the
legal framework. TEROS™ provides turnkey
contracts of sale as well as fully compliant
terms and conditions of sale.
TEROS™ is backed by a strong team at
Intelliblock
Intelliblock was one of the ﬁrst
end-to-end ICO solutions company in the
world, oﬀering; legal, contractual,
technical, ﬁnancial and marketing
consultancy. Intelliblock along with its
partners oﬀers a suite of business
solutions such as company
incorporations, bank account opening
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